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Abstract
Cloud Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (Cloud-MANETs) is a framework that can access and deliver cloud
services to MANET users through their smart devices. MANETs is a pool of self-organized mobile gadgets
that can communicate with each other with no support from a central authority or infrastructure. The
main advantage of MANETs is its ability to manage mobility while data communication between
different users in the system occurs. In MANETs, clustering is an active technique used to manage mobile
nodes. The security of MANETs is a key aspect for the fundamental functionality of the network.
Addressing the security-related problems ensures that the con�dentiality and integrity of the data
transmission is secure. MANETs are highly prone to attacks because of their properties. In clustering
schemes, the network is broken down to sub-networks called clusters. These clusters can have
overlapping nodes or be disjointed. An enhanced node referred to as the Cluster Head (CH) is chosen
from each set to oversee tasks related to routing. It decreases the member nodes’ overhead and improves
the performance of the system. The relationship between the nodes and CH may vary randomly, leading
to re-associations and re-clustering in a MANET that is clustered. An e�cient and effective routing
protocol is required to allow networking and to �nd the most suitable paths between the nodes. The
networking must be spontaneous, infrastructure-less, and provide end-to-end interactions. The aim of
routing is the provision of maximum network load distribution and robust networks. This study focused
on the creation of a maximal route between a pair of nodes, and to ensure the appropriate and accurate
delivery of the packet. The proposed solution ensured that routing can be carried out with the lowest
bandwidth consumption, least packet loss, and control overhead, thereby enhancing the output of the
network. Our result shows that multipath routing enables the network to identify alternate paths
connecting the destination and source. Routing is required to conserve energy and for optimum
bandwidth utilization.

1. Introduction
With a plethora of applications �oating around the web, it is evident that the Internet is quickly
progressing. This has been made possible with the help of numerous wireless networking technologies
which works in conjunction with the Internet technologies. MANETs is one area that has a lot of potential
for researchand application development of wireless networks. In recent times, the �eld of wireless
communication has been blooming. Ad-hoc networks are an exciting and dynamic area of research. Such
networks either operate as a stand-alone network, or with an attachment to other networks or the Internet
at multiple points. Thus, it paves the way for novel and exciting applications [3]. They can be applied in
road safety management, household monitoring, healthcare systems, disaster and rescue operations,
defense areas, handling weapons, robotics, etc. [79].

MANETs are majorly deployed for establishing dynamic communication in emergency and rescue
operations, military/battle�eld environments, intelligent transportation systems, conferences, patient
monitoring, smart homes and security sensitive applications. MANETs recently gained popularity for the
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application of their drones in different areas of environment controlsuch as forest �res, pollution
monitoring, and vigilance [18].

In emergency zones, the communication network has to be quickly established, so the use of independent
drones that form an ad-hoc network is becoming a remarkable alternative [80]. The primary technical
challenge of drone technology is the di�culty in powering the drones for a long service time, since they
are battery-constrained and have limited lifespan. Also, each device needs to continuously maintain
information for tra�c routing. Thus, a reliable communication or a secure routing protocol between
different systems constitutes a building block to the data delivery in such drone-based applications.

This study has the objective of developing an energy-e�cient routing protocol that allows the reliable and
secure exchange of information between modern MANETs. For achieving energy-e�ciency, increasing the
network lifetime and scalability in dense areas, the clustering approach can be applied. Also, multiple
node disjoint paths help in accomplishing reliability, stability and network robustness. For the security of
MANETs and minimal delay, mitigating the malicious attacks is essential.

The major features of a MANET can be characterized as [5]:

Dynamic topology: They have random and fast-changing topology due to mobile nodes.

Bandwidth-constrained, variable capacity links: The wireless channel has limited bandwidth and
variable capacity due to free space and open media.

Autonomous behavior: All the nodes in the network are independent, and they act as both host and
router while forwarding data.

Limited power/energy: Nodes are wireless and dependent on battery power for their operation. These
device batteries have limited operation duration.

Limited security: Due to the absence of any central authority and open media, MANETs are highly
vulnerable to security threats.

Since the topology of MANETs is dynamic and unstable, these networks face issues of delays and packet
loss more than �xed networks. Nodes being mobile, are dependent on batteries which have limited power.
Hence, it is essential to explore approaches to save power,make the network energy-e�cient, and improve
the network lifetime. The nodes in MANETs have unrestricted mobility and can connect to each other
without any central monitoring. The management of the network and routing is done by all the network
nodes. These characteristics of MANETs make them susceptible to routing and security issues more than
the conventional networks. Therefore, effective mechanisms to handle the mobility-initiated issues
should be looked into while making the routing decisions.

In large-scale and dense MANETs, clustering is an active techniqueused to managemobile nodes. In a
cluster-based framework, the network is classi�ed into groups referred to as clusters [6]. The clusters can
have overlapping nodes or be disjoint. An enhanced node referred to asthe Cluster Head (CH) is chosen
from each set to oversee tasks related to routing. Clustering decreases the overhead on the member
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nodes and enhances the performance of the system. The relationship between the nodes and CH may
vary randomly, leading to re-associations and re-clustering in a MANET that is clustered.

An e�cient and effective routing protocol is required to allow networking and to �nd the most suitable
paths between the nodes. The networking must be spontaneous, infrastructure-less, and provide end-to-
end interactions. The main objective of this research is the creation of a maximal route between a pair of
nodes, and to ensure the appropriate and accurate delivery of the packet. Wired networks’ routing
protocols are not appropriate for MANETs because their topology is dynamic. Routing must be carried out
with the lowest bandwidth consumption, least packet loss, and control overhead, thereby enhancing the
output of the network. Multipath routing allows the formation of multiple paths between the source and
destination. Multipath routing also aids in the optimum bandwidth utilization and energy conservation of
the member nodes. The major applications of multipath routing include techniques to design robust
networks, and optimum distribution of the network load.

The security of MANETs [7] is a big hindranceto the smooth operation of the network. Addressing the
security issues can ensure that the basic network services, con�dentiality, and integrity of the data
transmission are met.Characteristics of MANETs like the open medium, dynamic topology, and lack of
central monitoring make them prone to several security attacks. Some of the most prominent attacks in
MANETs includemodi�cation attacks, fabrication attacks, and impersonation attacks like the black-hole
and worm-hole attacks.

1.1. Problem De�nition
The clustering process on MANET nodes allows adaptation to topology changes in the network, thus
ensuring the e�cient utilization of the available bandwidth and high network throughput. A variety of
clustering schemes were developed for making the network energy-e�cient and improving the network
lifetime. However, for the purpose of data forwarding, and with the increase in the cluster number, energy
consumption tends to shoot up [95]. Existing clustering approaches have several drawbacks which
include: increased control overhead for the purpose of retaining the backup routes, highly complex
approaches, and the recurrent beaconing.

The devices in MANETs operate on limited energy resource i.e., batteries [81]. The uncontrolled mobility of
nodes leads to the formation of a network that is highly dynamic and changes its topology rapidly.
Thiscan all result in the frequent failure of routes. For nodes to remain connected and be able to
communicate for longer times, low delay and high throughput is required from the routing approach used.
Existing routing approaches do not provide desirable results under such cases.

The heterogeneous devices forming the MANETs have inconsistent data rates and different processing
powers, which may lead to problems in communication. Majority of the existing works on clustering
focus on issues such as reducing the energy consumption of mobile devices, reducing the maintenance
overhead, and increasing the network lifetime.
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In a clustered MANET, all routing from outside the network or internet is directed through the Cluster Head
(CH). There may be a difference in the rates at which data is received from the outside service provider
and forwarded to the member node. Thus, the communication process experiences unnecessary delay
because of the difference in the reception and transmission capacity of the CH. It may also lead to
increased packet loss due to buffer over�ow at the nodes.

With the node movement and clustering, reorganization of nodes and changes in the network topology
occur frequently in MANETs. The rapid dissipation of energy and changes in the nodes’ topology may
lead to the failure of links. An optimal solution to this problem is missing in existing research.
Additionally, the dynamic nature, open medium, and decentralized control of MANETs makes it highly
susceptible to attacks. In the traditional works, a trust-based framework is offered by the central parties
like Trusted Third Parties (TTP). In the clustering-based frameworks, the cluster head acts as a TTP for
providing a secure communication in inter and intra cluster routing. In order to manage the cluster
members in the group, the cluster head requires lightweight key management algorithms. To satisfy such
objectives, many traditional works proposed different algorithms, but the problems of increased
computational complexity, network overhead, ine�cient security, unreliability, and reduced network
throughput rendered them less useful.

1.2. The Main Contribution
This work aims at designing a routing protocol for MANETs which is energy-aware, provides security and
stability, and enhances the chances of successful data transmission in disaster response and rescue
applications.The major contribution of the proposed work is the development of an energy-e�cient
routing protocol that allows a reliable and secure exchange of information between modern MANETs. For
achieving energy-e�ciency, increased network lifetime and scalability in dense areas, the clustering
approach is applied. Also, the multiple node disjoint paths help in accomplishing reliability, stability and
network robustness.

1.3. Organization of the Paper
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a summary of the previous related
works explaining their pros and cons. Section 3 describes the proposed model, including the clustering
scheme for MANETs consisting of cluster head selection, cluster formation and initialization phases; an
e�cient model for managing data tra�c using data o�oading; a weighted multipath energy-aware
routing scheme, and a secure cryptography mechanism at the end. Section 4 presents an experimental
evaluation of the proposed model with existing works. Section 5 concludes the work and provides the
future scope.

2. Related Work
There are various clustering schemes and routing protocols for MANETs that have been used to address
different network-related issues like scalability, energy e�ciency, and mobility. Based on the network
architecture, node density and mobility patterns, the categories of research for MANETs routing protocols
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are: cluster-based routing, multipath routing, and secure routing. The work done under these categories
are studied for use in secure MANET applications.

2.1. Cluster-based Routing Protocols in MANETs
The most commonly used cluster-based routing protocols [95] for MANETs are energy-based,
connectivity-based, mobility-based, and weighted. Some of the existing works based on clustering and
cluster-based routing are discussed below:

In [33],SYN, an energy-e�cient clustering protocol was proposed. It used the Max-heap tree to model
varying levels of energy of the nodes. In [6],the authorsintroduced a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)-
based protocol for optimizing clusters and conserving energy in ad-hoc networks. It discussed the Zone-
based protocol for routing with a corresponding collision-guided broadcasting algorithm that used one-
hop clustering [35]. In the MBHC method, the clusters are formed according to the node mobility pattern
[67]. The cluster head is selected considering the lowest stability value amongst neighbors. Here, the
distance travelled by any two nodes estimate the relative mobility between them over time. It allows the
immediate merging of clusters with similar mobility patterns. The mobility pattern is considered an
essential measure for cluster formation as two nodes with similar velocity and direction have lower
mobility difference and are grouped together in the same cluster. The major advantage of this scheme is
the minimization ofthe cluster number by taking into account the group mobility pattern, and addressing
the issue of scalability for routing protocols used in large MANETs. Cluster formation in the EPAC method
is done on the basis of the energy requirement for the completion of tasks assigned [68]. The node with
the lowest ID, which is dependent on the maximum energy left, is chosen as the cluster head. The
algorithm tries minimizing the energy consumed in a cluster and the CH selects transmission loads based
on the energy available at the cluster nodes. The major advantage is the formation of energy-e�cient and
stable clusters. This also reduces the energy drainage and chances of re-clustering. WBDC is a weight-
based clustering based on the collective weight metrics: ideal node-degree, mobility, and energy of the
nodes [69]. The weight of every node is estimated considering the weighted metrics. The node with the
maximum weight amongst the neighbors is made the cluster head. The threshold value determines the re-
a�liation process. When the mobility metric value of a node is higher than the threshold value, the node
starts to move out of the cluster. The algorithm considers realistic network parameters and includes the
�exibility of weighing factor adjustments. [36] proposed an approach for re-clustering in MANET routing
protocols where security can be a challenge. The process involves the generation and sharing of different
keys to all the member nodes. [4] designed a distributed cluster formation scheme which involves
algorithms for the creation and maintenance of clusters in high mobility networks. [37] discussedthe fault
tolerant multipath that is mobility-aware using multicast routing protocol for MANETs. The main objective
was to enhance the reliability of the routing protocol in spite of the continuous movement of the nodes.
The experimental result of the proposed method attained better fault tolerance by means of an enhanced
packet delivery ratio and decreased delay. In [38], a new weight-based clustering scheme for improving
security of MANETs was designed.
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Table 1 summarizes the cluster-based protocols for routing in MANETs discussed above:

Table 1
Summary of Different Categories of Cluster-based Routing Protocols and Their Issues.

Classi�cation of Clustering
schemes on the basis of QOS

Names of Protocols Issues

Energy-Aware

Clustering

EPAC[68], SYN[33], E-
PSO[6]

High control overhead and delay.

Location/Connectivity-based
Clustering

KCLC[42], KCMBC[42],
DDVC[43],DDLC[43]

Throughput reduces when the node
number increases in the clusters.

Mobility-based

Clustering

MBHC[67], MPBC[37],
MBDH[40]

Energy not conserved.

Weighted metric Clustering WBDC[69], WCA[38],
IWCA[39]

Complexity and clustering process
starts late.

The issues connected with the existing clustering algorithms are: loss of energy when a node continues
to be a CH for a long duration of time, and increasing communication overhead as the cluster number
increases [95]. Also, the throughput of the network is reduced and energy usage is increased due to the
CH re-election.

The major disadvantage of connectivity-based clustering algorithms is throughput reduction as the
number of cluster nodes starts increasing. The mobility-based clustering algorithms undergo degradation
in performance because of the randomly moving network nodes. The shortcoming of the weighted
clustering algorithms is that for clustering to begin, it requires all the member nodes’ weight parameter.
The energy-based category faces the issue of requirement of increased overhead to select the CHs.

2.2. Multipath Routing Protocols
Routing in MANETs can be quite challenging owing to the node mobility, dynamic topology and
constrained resources. To improve end-to-end throughput and achieve balancing of load in the limited
resources environment, multipath routing should be adopted [41]. Multiple paths can either be link
disjointed or node disjointed. Node-disjoint multipath have an edge over link-disjoint as no matching node
exists between any route, which ensures that at least one route remains available whenever node or link
failure occurs.

A lot of research has been done on clustered networks applying multipath routing in MANETs. AOMDV
(Ad-hoc On-demand Multipath Distance Vector) [42] showcases an extended multipath version of AODV
(Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector) [82]. It is a simple routing protocol with link disjoint characteristics
which aims at discovering loop-free routes.SMR (Split Multipath Routing) protocoluses multipaths that
are based on maximum disjointness [43]. As a result, load balancing is required over multiple paths. A
new weight metric is used by EIDM for path selection, which combines the remaining energy, interference
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and packet drop rate, along with mobility of the nodes [44]. An energy-e�cient multipath routing protocol
MEER (Multipath Energy-e�cient Routing) uses an approach of energy control to help the network extend
its lifetime [45]. Cluster-based multipath routing(CBMRP) distributes data along multiple paths and helps
in reducing tra�c congestion [47]. The major objective of routing is to determine paths that have less
interference for smooth data transmission. Another multipath routing protocol which is also energy-
e�cient is ES-CMR (Energy-aware and Stable Clustered-based Multipath Routing protocol) [48]. The
protocol works on keeping the energy of the nodes at optimum value, thereby keeping the network stable
and enhancing its lifetime. One of the major issues connected with the existing algorithms is that some
protocols don’t take energy into account or manage energy levels optimally, resulting inthe death of
nodes. Some approaches don’t use multiple paths to distribute network load, thus not utilizing network
resources properly. This results in a decrease in the network e�ciency, especially during conditions like
congestion and link failure. Others don’t apply load balancing approach well, creating issues in big
MANETs that are energy and power-constrained.

2.2.1. Node Disjoint Multipath Routing Protocols
Routing that is multipath and node-disjoint provides better resilience to path changes and increases
network stability. Dual Node-Disjoint Paths Routing (DNDR) is an approach that works on enhancing the
reliability and robustness of the network [49]. The protocol combines features of the reverse AODV
strategy with On-Demand routing to check the availability of routes that are node-disjoint and exhibit low
control overhead. It also creates a backup plan for increasing the e�cacy of the data salvation process
under the condition of link failure. They don’t consider the energy while determining the node-disjoint
routes. Group mobility-based Multipath Routing protocol (GMR) was designed to support large-sized and
highly dense mobile ad-hoc networks [50]. This work handles the mobility of the group by adapting a
combination of both intra-group routing and inter-group routing. The group head maintains a routing
table which provides the necessary information for discovering routes in intra-group routing. In inter-
group routing however, reactive routing along with zone structuring is applied in the network to determine
multiple paths that are node-disjoint. The zoning method ensures that every discovered path is matched
to a different zone, so that nodes are disjoint in multiple paths. Again, energy conservation is not taken
into consideration here. Node-Disjoint Multipath Routing Protocol (NDMRP) is a multipath routing work
that is built on AODV protocol [51]. The primary objective of the suggested protocol is determining all
node-disjoint paths between any two pair of nodes while reducing the routing control overhead. In this
approach, when the source and destination �nd theinitial route between them, the source initiates the
transmission process. Other available backup paths are also determined in parallel with the data
transmission occurring on the �rst route, thus resulting in the minimization of the initial delay as data
transfer starts whenever the �rst path is established. This again doesn’t considerenergy or clustering.
Also, optimal paths are not considered while choosing path for data transfer.Table 2 summarizes the
multipath routing protocols for MANETs discussed above:
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Table 2
Summary of Different Categories of Multipath Routing Protocols and Their Issues.

Categories of Routing
Protocols

Names of Protocols Issues

Energy-Aware
Multipath Routing
Protocols

ECNC AODV[53], MBCR[52],
MEER[45], MMRE AOMDV [46]

High control overhead and possibility of
link failure are the concerns.

Cluster- based
Multipath Routing

Protocols

CBMRP[47], CBR[54], ES-
CMR[48]

Paths are not energy-e�cient; error and
high overhead while load balancing.

Simple Multipath
Routing Protocols

AOMDV[42], SMR[43],
EIDM[44], NDMRP[44]

Energy conservation and load balancing
not considered.

Node-Disjoint
Multipath Routing
Protocols

DNDR [49], GMR [50],
NDMRP[51], ES-CMR[48]

Energy not considered; scalability is also
an issue.

2.3.Secure Routing Protocols

In MANETs, any malicious attack in the routing stage of transmission can incapacitate the whole system
and interrupt the overall communication. Thus, security plays an important role in the smooth functioning
of data communication. There are various existing routing protocols and cryptography mechanisms
related to MANETs’ security.

FBeeAdHoc was designed to provide secure routing in MANET [56]. Their aim was to investigate the
security vulnerabilities and threats against the network. The fuzzy set theory was utilized in this work to
identify and detect different types of threats in the network. The attacks considered in this work were
forager route-related and scout-related attacks. Both the node trust and route trust were evaluated using
the concept of fuzzy logic. PRIME performed an experimental evaluation of AODV and DSDV protocols
for the detection of black hole attacks in MANETs [57] [72]. They stated that the Ad-hoc On-demand
Distance Vector (AODV) protocol outperforms the Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV)
protocol by providing better throughput, reduced delay, and increased packet delivery ratio. CBDS
developed a Cooperative Bait Detection Approach for the detection of malevolent nodes in MANETs [58].
CBSRP implemented a clustering-based attack detection mechanism for providing security for MANETs
[59]. The selection of communication nodes was based on the node location, trust factor, residual energy,
mobility, and network throughput. CORMAN designed a scheme to manage keys for securing MANETs
better while keeping the mobility overhead low [60]. Here, the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) was
utilized to generate the key for removing the malicious nodes.CONFIDANT implemented an energy-
e�cient geocast forwarding mechanism for increasing the security of MANET [61]. Here, the common
three-tier security framework was used for performing the pair wise key establishment and
authentication. The suggested protocol utilized the geographical information for forwarding the packets
in an e�cient way. Also, the multi-hopping scheme was utilized to route the data in a clustered manner,
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but it failed to improve the level of security by enabling an e�cient and reliable communication in the
network. Flooding Factor-based Framework for Trust Management (F3TM) in MANETs operates on the
concept of �ooding messages and utilizing it to recognize the malicious nodes [62]. This is done by
deploying an approach for the calculation of trust values of network nodes. This work was validated with
the help of Experimental Grey Wolf algorithm, which helped in route discovery.

Table 3 summarizes the MANETs secure routing protocols discussed above.

Table 3
Summarizing Secure Routing Protocols on the Basis of QOS Categories and Their Issues.

Classi�cation of
Secured Protocols

Names of Protocols Issues

Packet Delivery Ratio SE-AODV[83, 84], FBEEADHOC[56],
CBDS[58], CBSRP[59]

Introduces latency and high
overhead.

End-to-End Delay SAR[65], RBDR[64], CORE[63],
F3TM[62], EAACK[75], ICC[77]

Issues of stability of the links and
complex processing.

Routing Overhead CONFIDANT[61], SPREAD[71],
CORMAN[60], PRIME[57]

Latency and link stability.

3. Proposed Work
The proposed work is divided into four phases. First isthe increasing of the network stability and energy
e�ciency in MANETs. This is done using a weight-based clustering scheme that focuses on electing a
Cluster Head (CH) by using a weighted approach based on energy and node mobility. In the second part,
e�cient data tra�c management is provided in heterogeneous networks when MANETs are connected to
external networks. This is achieved using the data o�oading mechanism. The data is o�oaded in cases
where the nodes in the network either have low data rate or low energy. This results in reduced energy
consumption, tra�c and better throughput in heterogeneous MANETs. Third is the increasing of the
network lifetime and enhancing robustness to failure. This is done by designing a node-disjoint weighted
multipath routing protocol where optimal paths are selected from the multiple paths chosen on the basis
of a weighted scheme. The �nal phase issecuring the network against malicious attacks. This is achieved
by designing a secure cryptography-based mechanism for MANETs that employs an Elliptic Curve
Cryptography (ECC) encryption mechanism that provides security against malicious attacks and gives
high throughput. Throughput in MANETs is increased considerably if protected against malicious attacks.

Phase1 –Weight-based Energy-Aware Clustering Scheme

Firstly, a clustering approach is designed which enables energy conservation, low communication tra�c
and overhead, and provides high network stability [65]. It is designed to set threshold valuesfor various
parameters in dynamic ad-hoc environment. Environments like these haveunrestrained node movement
and low bandwidth wireless channels along with energy limitations. The mechanism proposes the use of
two types of CHs:primary and secondary for stable communication in spite of mobility of the nodes. It is
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an energy-aware and stable clustering mechanism. Here, the CH is chosenusing a weight-based approach
that uses ideal energy and mobility parameters. The proposed scheme operates in the following phases:

1. Initialization of the network.

2. Selection of theCluster Head and formation of cluster.

3. Re-clustering and Re-association.

The following sub-sections elaborate these three phases.

The network is broken down into clusters which are made of CHs and cluster member nodes. All the
cluster nodes have a unique number called the cluster ID. Every node stores its updated status value i.e.,
energy and mobility values. At the time of initialization, all the network nodes send HELLO messages.
This message is a broadcast message. The objective of the HELLO message exchange is the
identi�cation of the transmission range of nodes. The strength of signal obtained between any node pair
estimates the distance between them. It allows every node to determine its neighboring nodes, which are
within the de�ned transmission range. It also de�nes the various messages exchanged during the
process. The various steps involved in the initialization phase are as follows:

Step 1

In the beginning, HELLO messagesare periodically sent between network nodes. This process is used to
notify neighbors about a node’s presence. These messages contain the node ID, and its energy and
mobility value.

Step 2

During neighbor discovery, every node creates a list of its neighbors on the basis of HELLO messages
received from different nodes.

Step 3

After the discovery of neighbors, the process of selection of the Cluster Head begins.

Cluster Head Selection

The proposed technique uses a weighted metric for the CH selection [38]. The parameters used to
calculate the weight are the mobility and energyof a node [96]. Based on the application using the
network, the parameters are assigned suitable weights. The sum of the weights of a node must always be
equal to 1.

The weight of every node (ni)presentin the network can be expressed by Eq. (1).

Weight ( n  i  ) =∑ wn* Pn(ni) (1)
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where for every noden  i  :

wn= weight assigned to nth parameter

Pn= nth parameter value of the node

In the proposed design, P1is the energy parameter, andP2 is the mobility parameter.

Hence, for the proposed scheme, Eq. (1) can be rede�ned by Eq. (2).

Weight ( n  i  ) = w1* Energy (ni) + w2* Mobility (ni) (2)

Once the Weight (ni) values are calculated for all nodes, the node with the highest weight amongst its
neighbors is chosen as the primary Cluster Head,and a cluster is formed.

The energy and mobility parameters used for the weighted metric calculation can be explained as
follows:

1. Energy (P  1  ): The ad-hoc network devices have �xed inbuilt energy sources. The battery provides
support to the nodes for a limited time. If the nodes have low energy, the network lifetime and throughput
is reduced drastically. Therefore, an energy-e�cient node’s selection as CH is necessary for a stable
clustering.

Energy model

Every node’s energy is majorly dependent on the followingenergy used in receiving and sending data.

The scheme uses the following energy model for calculating the energy parameters P1 [70]:

In time t, energy spent for transmission at a given node is given by Eq. (3) (in Joules).

E  send  (ni) = esend (ni) * q / Bw(ni) * total Bandwidth (3)

where,

Esend (ni), esend(ni ), Bw(ni): For node i- energy used for transmitting q bits in time t, energy required for
sending a single bit in time t and available bandwidth at time t.

And esend(ni ) and Bw(ni) are given by Eq. (4) and Eq. (5).esend(ni ) = Initial energy(ni) * (data rate/packet
size)

* t (4)

Bw(n  i  ) = Sum of packets transferred till time t /Total time (t) (5)
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Similarly, in time t, energy spent for reception at a given node is given by Eq. (6)

E  rcv  (ni) = ercv (ni) * k / Bw(ni) * total Bandwidth (6)

where

Ercv(ni), ercv(ni) : same as above.

Hence, total energy Etotal at any time for a given node (ni)can be calculated as given in Eq. (7)

E  total  (ni) = Esend (ni) + Ercv (ni) (7)

Thus, remaining energyrεm at a node ni, at any time t, is given by Eq. (8)

rεm(n  i  ) = Energy at the start(n  i  ) - E  total  (ni) (8)

The initial energy is the energy of any node before it joins the network.

2. Mobility (P  2  ): The ad-hoc network supports node mobility so, frequent path breakages and
connection losses occur. For stable clustering, less mobility nodes are required as CH, which can provide
continuous connectivity among the nodes.

Mobility Model

To de�ne mobility, it is assumed that in a real-time scenario, the speed of the host will be dependent on its
previous speed and that there are no sharp changes in direction. For modeling this scenario, a temporal
dependency approach, Gauss-Markov Mobility Model which uses node’s correlated velocity is followed
[71]. In the model, a mobile node’s velocity should be related to time and can therefore be represented as a
Gauss-Markov stochastic model. Simulating under a 2D �eld, this stochastic process can be modeled by
Eq. (9)

Vt ,Vt−1: velocity of the node at two time instances t and t-1.

t−1: Random Gaussian process that is uncorrelated and exhibits 0 mean along with σ2variance.

µ: Asymptotic mean.
σ: Standard deviation which is asymptotic.

α: Level of memory de�ned by dependency degree.

The value of α is between 0 and 1. α can be varied to model different mobility scenarios.

W
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Once the parameter values have been calculated, the weight of a node is assigned as follows:

The mobility and energy value parameters areP1 and P2.On the basis of a prede�ned scale, these
parameters are assigned a value from 1 to 10. The mobility and energy values are calculated from
the equations mentioned above. They are then assigned a �xed number depending on the energy
and mobility ranges.

A higher number is assigned when the residual energy value is high. For low values of mobility, a
higher number is given.

The �nal values of P1 and P2with their corresponding weights w1 and w2 are substituted in Eq. 3.1.
The sum of these weights is always equal to 1. The weights’ values depend on the behavior of the
network and the node.

Under conditions where the network is energy-strained, the energy parameter is assigned a higher
weight. In a highly mobile network, a higher weight is assigned to the mobility co-e�cient.

For every set of nodes, their CH is selected using the weighted approach discussed above.

Cluster Formation

In the proposed approach, every node in the cluster is at one-hop distance from the CH. All the nodes that
fall under a particular range (prede�ned) of the selected CH become members of that cluster. The nodes
lying outside initiate an iterative CH election process which continues till all the nodes either become part
of a cluster or become the Cluster Head (CH) themselves. A threshold is also prede�ned for residual
energy of the CH. Once this energy falls below the threshold, a new CH is assigned. Figure 2 below
illustrates the �ow of CH selection.

Phase 2 - Data O�oading in Clustered MANET for Data Synchronization

Figure 3 illustrates the proposed data o�oading mechanism with energy e�cient clustering. Initially, once
the network has been created, the neighbors exchange messages and a neighbor table is created.
Clusters are created after the CH selection using the weighted scheme. Single-hop clusters with maximum
capacity cluster head are designated to transform data received according to the data rate speci�cations.

To decide if o�oading is needed, the following conditions are checked:

If a node’s energy goes below the speci�ed threshold.

If the rate at which a node processes the data is less than that of the CH.

The CH after receiving data from the external cellular network, has to convert the processing rate of data
correspondence to the value ofthe data rates of the nodes that are a part of the cluster. The data is
brokendown on the basis ofmember nodes’ data requirements and the MTU size of the connecting link.
Before any data transmission, the CH checks if the value of the available link data forwarding rate
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matches the de�ned data rate speci�cations. The data continues until there is no data left at the CH in
the o�oading queue.

The algorithm for the proposed scheme can be illustrated through the steps below:

Step 1 Initially, the speci�cations of the nodes are gathered while forming the clusters as described in
Section 3. These include the energy parameter, mobility parameter, data rate, and link bandwidth.

Step 2 The CH veri�es the data processing rate and energy of the corresponding member node.

O�oading condition:

Node data processing rate < CH data processing rate (10)

Or

Node residual energy < 10% initial energy (11)

If either Eq. (10) or Eq. (11) are true, i.e., the nodes have lower data rate than their CHs or if the node’s
energy is getting low, the process of data o�oading begins.

Step 3

The data is downloaded by the CH and stored in its own buffer.

Step 4

According to the data processing rate and link rate of the receiver, the CH later o�oads the data to the
remaining nodes.

Step 5

The CH takes control of partitioning the data packet, depending on the node requirements. It is done by
checking the Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) of the destination link. It then forwards data stored to the
requesting node.

Step 6

Data transmission continues till the buffer at CH becomes empty.

Data Tra�c Management using O�oading:

Next, the management of the network tra�c with data forwarding is done utilizing the data o�oading
mechanism.
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Figure 4 illustrates data tra�c management in MANETs. The cluster includes different types of hostswith
different data processing rate requirements. In a cluster, a member initializes communication by
requesting data coming from the server host passing via the CH. The CH will then be able to receive data
coming from the server by utilizing a 4G connection of about 30 Mbps. A mobile device processing
capacity is between 2 and 7 megabits per second. In such case, the cluster must perform the data
transmission based on the node’s requirements as well as the processing power.

To conserve energy and bandwidth of the CH, the nodes with similar requests are grouped together by the
CH in order to retrieve data from the server. It can thus avoid wastage of bandwidth and data tra�c.

Phase 3 - Weighted Multipath Energy-Aware Routing

With the movement, clustering and reorganization of nodes in MANETs, topology changes are inevitable.
The rapid dissipation of energy and changes in nodes’ topology leads to breakdown of paths. An optimal
solution to this problem is missing in the existing schemes as explored in the last section.

The proposed multipath process uses a weighted approach for selection of paths in networks with
clusters, and has the following features:

It is an energy-aware multipath routing protocol with the objective of establishing multiple optimal
paths between node pairs.

It maintains the backup paths in case of route failures or network breakdown.

Energy and mobility values are used with weights for the multipath and CH selection. Thus, the
network created is more stable and energy-e�cient leading to increased network lifetime.

The energy model uses the energy metric that helps in formation of a network that consumes less
energy.

Mobility of nodes is addressed through the Gauss-Markov mobility model whichhelps in attaining
less restructuring of clusters and forming a stable network. This is achieved by choosing relatively
fewer mobile nodes for the paths.

Multiple paths are discovered using the weighted metric discussed in clustering, which is based on
the energy and mobility parameters. Optimal paths out of these multiple paths are chosen
considering the paths with lower weights.

The Energy E�cient Clustering Approach (EECA), de�ned in Chap. 3 and 4, is used as the clustering
technique. For routing, traditional Ad-hoc On-demand Multipath Distance Vector (AOMDV) is applied
as the base protocol.

In a clustered network, for transmission of data, the cluster member passes the packet it wants to
transmit to some other node, to the CH �rst. If both the source and destination nodesare in the same
cluster, intra-cluster routing is applied. If it is part of another cluster, then inter-cluster routing is used. It
uses three types of messages, like in other multipath routing frameworks: Route Request Message
(RREQ),Route Error Message (RERR), and Route Reply Message (RREP) and [42].
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Intra-cluster Routing

In cases where both the destination and source are a part of the same cluster, the CH which receives the
RREQ message from the sender node uses its neighbor table to get the destination details. It then sends
back a reply RREP message to the sender node. A list of intermediate nodes between the sender and the
receiver is maintained by the RREP message. Therefore, the sender gets the path to the destination which
passes through the CH. Inintra-cluster routing, multipath routing is not feasible due to the one-hop
distance between the CH and the member nodes.

Inter-cluster Routing

In cases of the source and destination being parts of different clusters, the CH that receives the RREQ
message from the source passes it to every neighbor CH. It is then further passed to neighbor CHs. In the
process, addresses are collated, and paths are established following the information logged in at the
previous node. On the route, links are set up using the route information of the previous path. The Cluster
Head that gets the RREQ message looks for the destination address in its parent cluster. Once any CH
�nds it, the complete path is formed to the destination and stored. Finally, the RREP data packetat the
destination CH uses the reverse path established to reach the source CH. This route goes through the
previous neighboring CH on the way back.

In situations where the RREQ packetgets lost or dropped at some point in the network, the route discovery
is redone a �xed number of times (depending on the network conditions). If it is still unsuccessful, the
process is not repeated and the destination is stored as unreachable [79] [80, 85]. The steps involved used
in �nding multiple paths and selection of optimal paths during route discovery are described in detail
below

Multipath Selection

Step 1

The route discovery process is initialized by the source node. It sends the RREQ message to the CH of its
own cluster.

Step 2

When a RREQ is received by a CH which is destined to a node in the same cluster, it will uni-cast the RREP
message to the sender. If it is for a node outside this cluster however, the RREP is broadcasted to
neighbor CHs.

Step 3

Every CH receiving a RREQ message checks its neighbor table for the destination in its own cluster. If it is
not in its cluster, it further broadcasts the RREQ message to the neighboring CHs. The CHs during this
process will store alist of all nodes that the packets have travelled through in their routing tables. This
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helps in sending the RREP packets back from the destination to the source with the help of the
cumulative reverse path. A given CH can receive the same RREQs from different neighboring CHs. It
forwards all such packets to its next neighboring CHs.

Step 4

TheCH that has the destination node in its table transmits back the RREP to the sender CH through the
cumulative reverse path.

Step 5

This reverse path is then stored in the CH’s table.

Step 6

In case the RREP doesn’t reach the source within the estimated round-trip time, the RREQ is considered to
be lost or damaged.

The lost RREQ is handled by resending the same RREQ. In case of three consecutive unsuccessful
attempts, the RREQ is discarded and the destination node is marked as unreachable by the source.

Step 7

During this process, an intermediate Cluster Head can receive multiple RREQs from different neighbors,
thus generating multiple routes to the destination. The destination CH forwards all the RREP messages
generated on the reverse paths as mentioned in the RREP message.

Step 8

The source CH receives all the multiple RREPs and sends them to the source node.

Optimal Path Selection

In a �xed time period, all the RREPs received are categorized into eithershortestor optimal paths. The
shortest paths are those which have the minimum number of hop counts. The optimal paths are
generated using a weighted metric-based on energy valueand mobility coe�cient as described by Eq. (1)
and Eq. (2).

Parameters (P1 and P2) are assigned appropriate weights that are application-dependent. In applications
where more energy saving is required, weight (w1) assigned to energy parameter, (P1) is given higher
value, e.g., in military applications. In applications supporting high mobility node e.g., vehicular
applications, the weight (w2) assigned to the mobility parameter (P2) is assigned higher values. In
totality, the summation of w1 and w2 must be 1.
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The total weight of any path is given by the sum of all nodes’ weights lying on that path. As mentioned
below, the weight W of path pi, denoted by W(pi) is de�ned by Eq. (12) below:

W(p  i  ) = ∑ Weight (n  i  ), for all nodes on the path p i (12)

All the paths having weight,W(pi)above the de�ned threshold are accepted,and the paths not satisfying a
particular prede�ned threshold for the path weights are rejected. Hence, the selected paths are those
paths which satisfy the following weight condition.

Let the weight of the path with maximum weight value be denoted as Max(W(pi).The path pi with weight
w(pi) is selected only if it satis�es the Eq. (13):

W(p  i  ) > 0.7 * Max (W(p  i  )) (13)

All the other received paths are rejected. The various steps for the selection of optimal paths are shown in
a �ow diagram in Fig. 5.

Figure 5.Flow of the Proposed Weighted Multipath Routing.

Phase 4- Secure Routing Through Cryptography

The primary aim of the proposed method is to increase the security of MANETs by implementing
signature generation and cryptographic mechanisms. The working process of the proposed Secure
Cryptography-based Clustering Mechanism (SCCM) can be described brie�y in the steps below:

Step 1

Cluster formation using the weight-based energy e�cient approach as discussed in Phase 1 and
multipath formation using the Weighted Multipath approach.

Step 2

Public key generation

Step 3

Packet encryption using Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) at the sender side

Step 4

Signing the encrypted message using Schnorr’s digital signature

Step 5

Signature veri�cation and message decryption using a private key at the receiver side.
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Once the cluster members register themselves with the CH, the key generation and sharing processes are
performed in each cluster. When the data transmission request is initiated by the source towards the
destination, a secure route is established between them. It uses the proposed weighted multipath routing
protocol as the base routing technique.

Before transmission, the original packet is encrypted using the Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)
technique. ECC belongs to the category of asymmetric public key encryption that generates smaller and
more e�cient keys very fast compared to other techniques. It is based on the elliptic curve theory that
uses the properties of elliptic curve equation. ECC creates keys by simply generating a random integer in
a certain range though securely. These can be used as private keys. The ECC points i.e., pairs of integers
coordinates lying on the curve are used as public keys.

Next, the signature is produced for the encrypted data using Schnorr’s signature generation technique.
Schnorr’s digital signature is known for its simplicity. It is based on Schnorr’s algorithm and its security is
built on the property of un-traceability of discrete logarithmic problem. The ECC encrypted and Schnorr’s
signed data packet is sent to the destination through the respective Cluster Heads. The destination node
on accepting the packet, regenerates the signature for decrypting the original data. During this process,
the received packet is veri�ed for correctness. The destination node discards the received packet, and
transmits the error report to its CH. Thus, the proposed scheme ensures message con�dentiality, integrity
and authentication.

Figure 6.1 below illustrates the �ow of various steps through which the proposed protocol works:

Secure Data Routing

The WMECS protocol is used to perform the multipath routing among the source node and destination
node, where multiple paths are selected during data transmission. This provides an alternate path if there
is any fault or failure on the selected path. It also reduces the data loss and delay in the network by using
multiple paths.

Encryption at the Sender

After establishing the secured path between the source and destination, the Elliptic Curve Cryptography
technique is utilized to encrypt the data to be sent. ECC offers fast computation and reduced resource
consumption for cryptographic operations at minimum cost. The power of the ECC algorithm is fully
based on the key and the alphabetical table. It also gives a possible outcome for the data by enabling the
secure transmission of keys between the communication entities. Different characteristics are
symbolized in this technique as the coordinates of the curves. Because of its capability to generate the
complex encrypted data that is di�cult to decipher by unauthorized user, ECC has been selected for the
proposed technique.

Signature Generation at the Sender
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After data encryption, the Schnorr’s signature generation algorithm is used for the generation of the
signature for the encrypted data. It is a kind of key generation mechanism that integrates both digital
signature and public key encryption schemes. It analyzes the discrete logarithmic problem for generating
the digital signature, which increases the security of the network. The signature generation process has
the following steps:

Setup

Key generation at the sender’s side

Key generation at the receiver’s side

Signcryption

Unsigncryption

In this technique, the source veri�es the public key of the packet using the digital certi�cate. The keys for
generating the cipher text are generated using a random integer. The one-way key hash function is
deployed in the mechanism to create an encrypted text which is transmitted to the destination with the
generated signature. The one-way keyed hash function alters input messages of several lengths into
output series of �xed length, called a hash value, which is usually shorter than the input length. Hash
values are often used to spot input sequences, i.e., to allot to them some distinctive values that illustrate
them.

4. Results
In this section, the performance evaluation of existing and the proposed mechanismis done using various
parameters: Control Packet Overhead, Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), average end-to-end delay, and
throughput. The experiments are conducted in two phases.

In the �rst phase, the non-ECC-secure existing techniques considered in this analysis are Flooding Factor
based Trust Management (F3TM), Cooperative Opportunistic Routing in MANET (CORMAN), and the
Protocol for routing in Interested-de�ned Mesh Enclaves (PRIME).

In the next phase, ECC-secure techniques are considered for evaluation, namely Enhanced Adaptive
Acknowledgment (EAACK) which is an ECC-secured Non-Clustered Routing Protocol [90] and Intuitive
Clustered Cryptography (ICC) which is an ECC-secured Clustered Routing Protocol [92]. The simulation
settings of the proposed environment are depicted in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1
The Simulation Parameters.

Parameters Value

Simulation Time 100 sec

Topology size 1200 X 1000 m2

Number of nodes > 100

Pause Time 3–5 s

Max speed 50 m/s

Tra�c type CBR

Packet size 1024bytes

Wireless Channel Capacity 2Mbps

Routing Protocol Modi�ed AOMDV

Transmission Range < 250m (thresh 150m)

Mobility model Gaussian Markov

Wireless Standard 802.11b

6.4.1 Phase-1
The network performance is analyzed for SCCM and compared with other existing non-ECC secure
protocols, namely PRIME, CORMAN and F3TM in the attackers’ presence in the network.

Control Packet Overhead

This signi�es the approach’s e�ciency in the presence of malicious nodes. It is measured in
frames/packets. It is calculated based on link maintenance, discovery of nodes and latency. Typically, the
generated control packets and received data packets are helpful in �nding the overhead ratio of the
network. Based on this, the presence of theattacker in the network is identi�ed and blocked as the
attacker doesn’t have the destination signature.

Figure 7 illustrates the control packet overhead of existing PRIME, CORMAN, F3TM and proposed SCCM
protocols with respect to the amount of attackers. When likened to existing techniques, the proposed
SCCM e�ciently decreased the control packet overhead by transmitting the message through CH and use
of an e�cient security mechanism.

Packet Delivery Ratio
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Figures8 and Fig. 9illustrate the PDR of the existing and proposed protocols with respect to the amount
of nodes and attackers.

From the above, we noted that if the amount of attackers in the network increase, the PDR of the network
decreases. When likened to existing techniques, the proposed SCCM shows better PDR by e�ciently
blocking the malicious nodes in the network.

It can be seen from the abovethat with increase in theamount of nodes, PDR stays almost constant for all
the protocols. It is maximum for SCCM as it uses multiple paths for forwarding the packets. So, in case
there is any failure, it uses an alternate path for further communication, which improves the PDR.

Average End-to-End Delay

Figures10 and11illustrate the average end-to-end delay of the proposed and existing protocols in terms of
the amount of nodes and attackers. In this evaluation, it is observed that the proposed SCCM provides the
lowestend-to-end delay, when likened to existing techniques. This is due to the use of e�cient CH,
multiple paths and lightweight security for transmission in the proposed scheme.

Figure 12illustrates the performance of the proposed SSCM technique. It has an improved throughput in
the attackers’ presence, when compared to the other techniques. This is due to the combined use of
clustering, multipath routing, and e�cient security that makes the performance better.

6.4.2 Phase-2
The network performance is analyzed for SCCM and compared with other existing ECC-secure protocols,
namely EAACK and ICC in the presence of attackers in the network.

End-to-End Delay

Protocols are analyzed for performance with respect tothroughput and delay with increase in number of
attacker nodes.

Figure 13 describes the average end-to-end delay of both the existing and proposed methods with respect
to the amount of attacker nodes.With increase in the amount of malicious nodes, the packet starts
getting delays. The result reveals that the proposed SCCM provides less end-to-end delay compared to the
other methods due to the use of e�cient security and routing.

Throughput

In this analysis, we proved that the suggested SSCM technique has a better throughput when likened to
the other techniques. This is due to the combined use of clustering, multipath routing and e�cient
security.
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Figure 14 describes the impact of increase in the amount of attackers on throughput. With increase in
theamount of malicious nodes, the throughput starts decreasing for all as packets are dropped. The
decrease is lowest in the proposed SCCM technique when compared to the other techniques due to the
use of a pool of CHs and multipath routing with an e�cient security mechanism.

5. Conclusion
This work proposes an e�cient mechanism, the SCCM, for providing security for MANETs with increased
throughput. Message con�dentiality and authentication are the major considerations of this work. Here,
the WMECS routing protocol is used for the selection of multiple paths during transmission to avoid
packet loss and reduce the delay time. Then, the ECC-based encryption mechanism is utilized to encrypt
the original packet before transmitting it to the receiver. The Schnorr’s algorithm is also employed to
produce the signature for the encrypted data, which increases the security of the packet. Once the
destination receives the packet, it veri�es whether the packet is valid or not. If it is valid, it regenerates the
signature using Schnorr’s algorithm, and applies the ECC decryption mechanism to decrypt the data.
During simulation, several metrics are utilized to test the outcomes of the SCCM technique. The
performance analysis is measured in terms of various performance metrics. The performance of the
existing techniques is evaluated against the proposed technique for proving the e�cacy. It is seen that
the proposed framework performs better compared to the other techniques.
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Figures

Figure 1

Cloud Mobile Ad-hoc Networks
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Figure 2

Cluster Formation Flow Diagram.
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Figure 3

Flow for Proposed Data O�oading Mechanism With Energy E�cient Clustering
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Figure 4

Tra�c Management in MANETs
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Figure 5

Flow of the Proposed Weighted Multipath Routing
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Figure 6

Flow Diagram for the Proposed Scheme
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Figure 7

Control Packet Overhead Vs. Attacker Nodes
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Figure 8

PDR Vs Number of Attackers.
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Figure 9

PDR Vs Number of Nodes.
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Figure 10

Average End-to-end Delay Vs Number of Attackers.
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Figure 11

Average End-to-end Delay Vs Number of Nodes.
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Figure 12

Throughput Vs Number of Attacker Nodes.
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Figure 13

Average End-to-end Delay Vs Number of Attacker Nodes.
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Figure 14

Throughput Vs Number of Attacker Nodes.


